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Executive Summary:

1. CBC has seen its advertising revenues decline substantially in the past
decade, in particular CBC English TV. Ad revenues now account for less
than 15% of CBC/Radio-Canada total revenues. Meanwhile, CTV currently
earns five times the ad revenue of CBC, while Global earns almost three
times as much.
2. CRTC and CBC data show that as advertising revenues continue to decline,
the net revenue, after accounting for the cost of sales, is trending toward
zero.
3. CBC English TV has tried for decades to attract larger audiences for its
entertainment programming with the specific goal of increasing advertising
revenues. These programs have repeatedly failed to deliver the intended
result. The CBC English TV audience share has fallen to low single digits,
skews older and is less attractive to advertisers, similar to the position CBC
Radio found itself in in the 1970s. It seems an opportune time for the
Commission and the Corporation to pursue the de-commercialization of
English TV, just as CRTC did for CBC Radio in 1974.
4. There are no empirical data that support CBC giving up on TV and putting
resources into ‘digital’. Traditional TV viewing has only declined from 2728 hours to 23-24 hours per week per person. People are now spending
several hours per week with streaming services like Netflix and Prime,
another way of watching television. CMRI believes that TV will likely
continue to occupy a central role in Canadians’ lives. CBC seems to be
suggesting that people are abandoning TV and thus justifying putting
additional resources into digital, especially “short-form” mobile digital
content.
5. CRTC and CBC financial reports provide valuable data for understanding
how CBC spends its money. CMRI recommends that CRTC’s reports be
more granular, for example, by including data on individual CBC radio
services. CRTC could also publish financial results for CBC “unlicenced”
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digital services. CBC spends as much as $500 million annually on digital
services yet little public information is available about how this money is
spent. It should be noted CBC appears to be spending more on digital
services than on its most appreciated service, radio.
6. CMRI also recommends that CBC’s annual and quarterly financial reports
provide more comprehensive financial data on all individual services.
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Introduction
Friends of Canadian Broadcasting commissioned CMRI to analyze trends in
CBC’s expenditures and advertising revenues. This report deals with data ranging
from 2009 to 2019.
The data sources in the report include CRTC annual financial reports1, CBC’s
annual reports2, CBC quarterly reports3, CBC’s corporate plan4 and various other
industry sources.
CRTC Financial Reports
CRTC publishes basic, easy-to-comprehend annual financial reports on CBC’s
revenues and expenditures. These reports are a valuable tool for the public. For
example, the charts on the following pages show how much the four main
CBC/Radio-Canada services spent in each of the past ten years and how many staff
they employed. These reports show that:
• Both CBC English and French TV have reduced their total expenditures over
the past decade, in particular English TV (which stopped paying for NHL
games mid-decade).
• Both CBC English and French TV had far fewer staff at the end of the
decade, notably English TV, which has shed about half its staff since 2009.
• In 2018, the two CBC TV services employed about 1,250 fewer people than
in 2016.5
• Both CBC English and French Radio saw significant cuts in total
expenditures and staff in the early years of the past decade but had
somewhat more resources for programming in the last few years. It is

1

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/industr/ann.htm and https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/industr/fin.htm
https://cbc.radio-canada.ca/en/impact-and-accountability/finances/annual-reports
3
https://cbc.radio-canada.ca/en/impact-and-accountability/finances/quarterly-reports
4
https://site-cbc.radio-canada.ca/documents/vision/strategy/corporate-plan/corporate-plan-summary-20192020-2023-2024.pdf
5
However, CBC changed the way it reported financial data starting in 2017. Most, if not all, of the people “cut”
from TV over the past two years are presumably employed in CBC digital services. (https://cbc.radiocanada.ca/en/media-centre/modernizing-conventional-tv-reporting)
2
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unknown if these modest increases were simply Olympic costs allocated to
the radio services. CBC regained Olympic rights in 2014.
• CBC English and French Radio cost considerably less than their TV
siblings. In fact, the $291.8 million spent on CBC English and French radio
services combined in 2018 is less than one-third the cost of CBC’s main TV
services ($945.3 million).
• CBC appears to be spending more on digital services than on its very
successful radio services, despite the fact that radio enjoys a very large
audience6. English Radio had approximately $50 million less in 2018 than it
had in 2009. French Radio operated in 2018 with about $40 million less than
in 2009. (See page 11 for discussion of digital expenditures.)
Trends in CBC English TV Expenditures,
2009-2018
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https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/policymonitoring/2019/cmr6.htm
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Trends in CBC French TV Expenditures,
2009-2018
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Trends in CBC English Radio Expenditures,
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Trends in CBC French Radio Expenditures,
2009-2018
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CRTC data also shows how much the CBC TV services depend on public funds vs.
advertising. The charts below reveal that English and French TV are far more
dependent on public funds than on advertising revenue.

Trends in CBC TV Ad Revenue vs. Parliamentary Grant,
2009-2018
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Trends in SRC TV Ad Revenue vs. Parliamentary Grant, 2009-2018
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CRTC financial reports also allow us to track TV and radio program expenditures
by category.
The Commission uses a fairly detailed set of program categories, but here we have
grouped the detailed results into broad categories of News and Information, Sports
and Entertainment, etc.
The following charts reveal that:
• CBC English TV was spending in excess of $170 million on News and
Information in the years 2013 and 2014. This declined dramatically in the
following years and was just over $90 million in 2018. Much of the decline
may be the result of the CBC’s 2017 change in reporting methodology.
• Between 2009 and 2014, CBC English TV spent a considerable amount on
sports programming, basically the same amount on sports as news. In
Olympic years, sports programming expenses surge, as one might expect.
• CBC French TV, despite a smaller budget, consistently spends about as
much as English TV on Entertainment.
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Trends in CBC English TV Program Expenditures by Category
2009-2018
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Trends in CBC French TV Program Expenditures by Category
2009-2018
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As a result of CBC’s decision not to report digital revenue and expenditures to the
CRTC, starting in 2017, the public does not have a clear and comprehensive
understanding of CBC’s finances and priorities.
The chart below compares the total expenditures of all CBC licenced services per
CRTC annual reports vs. the total expenditures shown in CBC’s annual report.
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Putting aside that the fiscal years used by CBC and CRTC are slightly different,
there is as much as $500 million in annual expenditures not being reported to the
CRTC nor to anyone else in a transparent way. As such, the public is effectively
unable to comment as to whether CBC’s digital expenditures are well-directed.
CBC may be spending hundreds of millions annually (perhaps more than 20% of
its resources) on digital services. Note that the BBC reports that only about 7% of
its public funding is being spent on its digital services7.

Comparison of CBC Total Expenditures vs. CBC Expenditures by 'Licenced' Services,
2017-2018
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TV Advertising Revenue
CBC, like most broadcasters, has seen a significant decline in ad revenues in recent
years. All major CBC platforms have experienced declines, especially CBC
English TV, which lost roughly half its advertising revenues when Rogers acquired
NHL hockey rights in 2014. As well, CBC digital services experienced a
7

See appendix for details.

https://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/reports/pdf/bbc_annual_plan_2018.pdf
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significant and unexpected revenue decline in 2018-19. Data filed by CBC on
February 3, 2020 suggests that digital revenues may be much lower than shown in
the annual reports8.
The following chart, taken from the CBC’s annual report, shows that overall ad
revenue declined from $318.3 million in 2017-18 to $248.8 million in 2018-19, a
28% year-over-year reduction. In 2014, CBC started carrying the Olympics every
other year, and this has augmented ad revenues in those years. Ad revenue from
digital services declined from $42.6 million in 2017-18 to $31.0 million in 201819. On the whole, advertising revenue accounted for 14.6% of CBC’s total revenue
in 2018-19.

CBC Revenues, 2017-18 vs. 2018-19

Source: https://site-cbc.radio-canada.ca/documents/impact-and-accountability/finances/2018-2019annual-report.pdf (page 39)

8

2019-379_Responses_to_requests_for_information/DM#3798544
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Ad Revenue of CBC English and French TV Networks9
CBC derives most of its advertising revenues from its main TV services, and
significantly less revenue from its four specialty channels that sell advertising.
CRTC publishes financial results for CBC English and French services and its
individual specialty channels. Ad revenue trends are examined below.
At its 1999 licence renewal, CBC reported substantial ad revenue, almost half a
billion dollars, adjusting for inflation.10 The picture is quite different today. The
TV industry has become far more fragmented and other media, especially internetdelivered media, are attracting increasingly large shares of national advertising
expenditures.
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All ad revenue figures in this report are taken from the CRTC, and do not match the figures reported by CBC in its
annual reports. The CBC reports do not break out data for the main TV services, and they report on fiscal years
(April-March), not broadcast years.
10
CBC Licence Renewals, Financial Information, Volume 2, February 1999.
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In 2014, the Olympics returned to CBC. It was also the last year that CBC derived
revenue from NHL games. That year, CBC English TV earned some $333.2
million in advertising revenue. In subsequent years, ad revenues fell dramatically,
hitting a low of $80.1 million in 201711. Revenues improved to $125.4 million in
2018, a Winter Olympics year. The typical boost from the Olympics was more
muted in 2018. Traditionally, winter games draw larger audiences and are of
greater interest to advertisers. CMRI forecasts, given audience trends, that revenue
will fall to about $65 million for the 2023 broadcast year12, a non-Olympic year.
CBC French TV ad revenues have not been as erratic, peaking at $141.4 million in
2014. They have been stable over the past five years. The Olympic games have not
had nearly as much impact on ad revenues in the francophone market. If the
present trend continues, CBC French sales should hold steady at more than $100
million in future years.
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Note that CBC changed its financial reporting to CRTC starting in 2017. Prior to 2017 financial results for CBC
digital services were folded into the main English and French TV services; this should be considered when
interpreting results. (https://cbc.radio-canada.ca/en/media-centre/modernizing-conventional-tv-reporting)
12

Based on the assumption CBC English TV audiences will decline by a further ~20% and Radio Canada maintains
its audience at 2014-18 levels.
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Advertising Revenue of CBC Specialty Channels
CBC’s English and French specialty news channels generate relatively small
amounts of ad revenue compared to the main CBC services. CBC News Network
earned $18-19 million annually over the past 5-6 years, somewhat more than its
competitor, CTV’s news channel.13
On the other hand, RDI earned approximately $10-11 million annually from ad
sales in recent years, somewhat less than its primary competitor, LCN, owned by
TVA (Quebecor). The other two CBC specialty channels that accept ads earn
minimal revenue. The attached appendix includes ad revenue trends for all CBC’s
specialty channels, including the news channels.
The appendix also shows trends in total revenues for the news channels, including
subscriber revenues. Despite subscriber losses in the past 5-6 years, total revenues
of the CBC news channels are not substantially different than ten years ago but
have not kept up with inflation. A small increase in subscriber fees could possibly
offset any losses in purchasing power.
CBC News Network and RDI have about 20 million subscribers combined14. An
increase of as little as 10 cents/month in the wholesale subscriber fee would
generate substantial revenues, enough to facilitate a transition to ad-free CBC news
networks.
Ad Revenue of CBC English TV’s Main Competitors
To properly interpret the meaning of CBC’s ad revenues one needs a comparison
with its main competitors. In English, CTV and Global TV are considerably more
successful in generating ad revenues, largely due to the big-budget American
programs they rebroadcast in prime time. But like CBC, these private networks
have seen ad revenues decline in the last decade.
CTV revenues peaked in 2010 at $864.5 million, a year it carried the Vancouver
Winter Olympics. CTV revenues have steadily declined to $599.7 million in 2018,
but are still roughly five times that of CBC English TV15. Global TV is a smaller
13

These data are from CRTC’s annual financial reports on individual specialty channels:
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/industr/fin.htm
14
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/industr/fin.htm
15
Note that CTV results are for both CTV and CTV2.
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player than CTV, but still generates roughly three times the ad revenue of CBC
English TV. Basically, CTV and Global revenues dwarf those of CBC TV.
Trends in Ad Revenues CTV/Global vs. CBC,
2009-2018
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There are numerous reasons why CTV and Global generate so much more revenue,
but prime among them is the size and demographics of the audiences they deliver
to their advertiser clients. As noted, the private networks rely primarily on U.S.
programs to deliver this audience16.
Various public reports reveal that CBC has a much smaller and older audience,
which is of less interest to advertisers. Other than the Olympics, the largest
audience and advertiser draw on CBC TV is NHL hockey, but that audience is now
being sold by Rogers, not CBC.
CMRI submits that CBC is facing an audience conundrum. In key demographic
groups, CTV and Global substantially outperform the public broadcaster. This is
true even after crediting the Hockey Night in Canada audience to CBC. In the key

16

For example, see List of Top 30 shows in a typical week in the appendix.
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demographic, adults aged 25-54, CBC is at the greatest disadvantage17. CBC’s
audience share in this age group, most coveted by advertisers, is only 3.6%18.
Ad sales are primarily dependent on this 25-54 demographic. CTV and Global
clearly deliver this audience with top-rated programs. CBC rarely has a top-rated
program, which is another disadvantage since networks bundle top and lower rated
programs together to sell ads (see example in appendix)19.
The CBC audience conundrum has become a crisis. The downward spiral began in
the mid 1990’s, when then CBC President Perrin Beatty, facing government budget
cuts, responded with a contrarian, bold move to make CBC English TV 100%
Canadian20. In the decades since, CBC has sought ways to improve audience
performance. It has tried scheduling U.S. game shows in prime time, licencing
U.S. and British game show formats, and airing British soaps in prime time. But
the competition from U.S. drama and entertainment programming on dozens of
private Canadian networks and U.S. networks imported by cable and satellite and
now via internet streaming has proven to be insurmountable. Audiences can find
mass appeal entertainment programming, often of very high quality, elsewhere.
CMRI submits that the answer to the CBC’s audience conundrum may lie in
offering something unique to a more appreciative audience.
TVA: CBC French TV’s Main Competitor
TVA is the main competitor for CBC French TV. Similar to its English
counterparts, TVA has seen ad revenues decline in the past decade. At the
beginning of the decade, TVA had revenues of $104.7 million. But TVA revenue
has slowly eroded, falling to $87.3 million in 2018.
Coming out of the financial crisis in 2009, TVA and Radio-Canada had almost
equivalent advertising revenues. However, Radio-Canada has been able to better
maintain its position in the ad market and now generates more revenue than TVA.

17

https://site-cbc.radio-canada.ca/documents/impact-and-accountability/finances/2018-2019-annual-report.pdf
(page 43)
18
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/television/article-can-family-feud-save-the-cbc/
19
http://en.numeris.ca/media-and-events/tv-weekly-top-30
20
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/cbc-cuts-announced
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CBC French TV has a healthy prime time audience share of 22.9%21 however TVA
has an even larger audience. On a whole day, 24-hour basis TVA has almost
double the audience share22. Audience share generally correlates with revenue and
the fact that Radio-Canada generates more revenue is not what one would expect.
TVA has basically the same size audience as Global TV in absolute numbers, but it
is ostensibly selling that audience at a relative discount.

Trends in Ad Revenues TVA vs. Radio Canada,
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The Cost of the Sales Department
CRTC annual financial reports include a category of expense titled ‘Sales and
Promotion’. Even if they don’t sell advertising, networks spend on promotion. For

21

https://site-cbc.radio-canada.ca/documents/impact-and-accountability/finances/2018-2019-annual-report.pdf (page

24)
22

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/policymonitoring/2017/cmr2017.pdf,
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/policymonitoring/2019/cmr6.htm
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example, according to the CRTC financial data23, CBC English and French Radio
spent $7.1 million and $3.2 million, respectively, on Sales and Promotion in 2018.
In TV this expense category is a rough proxy for the cost of selling ads and is
valuable for understanding the operations of CBC versus private TV.
It should be noted there are some major differences in the amounts CBC English
TV and its main TV competitors spend on Sales and Promotion.
In 2018, CTV and CBC spent roughly the same amount on Sales and Promotion.
However, ten years earlier, CTV spent $84.2 million, almost $20 million more than
CBC. Over the years, CTV has reduced costs, as revenues declined, while CBC TV
is spending about the same on ad sales today as ten years ago ($64-$65 million).
Global TV, meanwhile, has slashed the money it spends on Sales and Promotion,
spending less than many specialty channels.
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For French TV, at the beginning of the decade both TVA and Radio-Canada spent
roughly equivalent amounts on Sales and Promotion (approx. $27-$29 million
annually). Then toward the middle of the decade, Radio-Canada increased
expenditures, while TVA cut costs. In the past few years Sales and Promotion costs
of the two French broadcasters have again begun to converge at over $30 million
each, with Radio-Canada spending slightly more.
Combined the English and French CBC networks are currently spending
approximately $100 million annually on Sales and Promotion, and roughly twothirds of that is by CBC English TV.

Cost of 'Sales and Promotion' TVA vs. Radio Canada,
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Undoubtedly the Sales and Promotion data discussed above may not tell the whole
story of how much CBC spends to generate ad revenue. Beyond direct costs like
compensation, equipment, travel, and professional development, there are other
costs to consider, including: pensions, the cost of Numeris data, and membership in
20

industry associations such as thinktv. There is also the cost of administrative
support from CBC Human Resources, Finance and the Research departments,
among others, as well as executive time spent on Sales. It is not known whether the
Sales and Promotion figures CBC reports includes these extra costs.
Opinion: Should CBC English TV Reduce or Eliminate Ads?
CMRI believes CBC would be well served by greatly reducing its dependence on
ad revenue, particularly CBC English TV.
One reason for eliminating ads from all CBC TV services, or dramatically reducing
them, is that ads promote the idea that the publicly funded CBC is no different than
private TV. After all, the ads are much the same as one sees on CTV, Global, etc.
Another compelling argument for eliminating commercials is their adverse effect
on managers and programming. The European Broadcasting Union put it
succinctly: “Broadcasting journalists and managers are well aware of who
ultimately pays their salaries: viewers and listeners, the government, or the
advertising industry. Apart from the more psychological links and affinities there
may also be hard economic pressures linked to particular sources of funding.24” In
2016 the president of CBC recognized the corrosive influence of advertising saying
“there is a genuine concern that everything we do has a commercial aspect to it.25”
The most practical reason, as demonstrated, is that ads are no longer making much
money, if any, on English TV.
Moreover, a public broadcaster seeking to maximize ad revenue will inevitably
adopt programming strategies to attract audiences which can be “sold” to
advertisers. However, this strategy has been unsuccessful. CBC English TV
reported that its prime-time audience share in 2018-19 was 5.0%26, which is almost
half what it was a decade ago27. If one deducts the NHL (Rogers) audience results,
its prime-time share would not be 5% but between 3-4%, and even less on a 24hour basis.
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https://www.ebu.ch/CMSimages/en/leg_p_funding_psb_tcm6-4443.pdf
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/cbcs-ad-free-proposal-shakes-up-heritagediscussion/article33186433/
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https://site-cbc.radio-canada.ca/documents/impact-and-accountability/finances/2018-2019-annual-report.pdf
(page 28)
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https://site-cbc.radio-canada.ca/documents/impact-and-accountability/finances/2011-2012-qr3.pdf
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In 2016 CBC President Hubert Lacroix submitted a position paper to the federal
government proposing that CBC move to an ad-free model, proclaiming that its
business model “is profoundly broken.” Lacroix envisioned an ad-free public
broadcaster that “would be free to experiment in new forms28.” The government
has yet to respond to this proposal, possibly because CBC asked for an additional
$400 million annually to make up for lost ad revenue and the cost of filling the ad
time with additional programming. Four years later the net revenue from
advertising is much less. And, if the CBC manages to program its 24-hour English
news channel for $75 million29 annually, it could presumably replace the
commercial minutes in the schedule for less than the $400 million requested.
The debate about the use of commercials and the role of U.S. programs in CBC’s
schedules dates back to the 1940’s30. Eventually, in 1974, CRTC decided to
prohibit ads on CBC Radio. The belief at the time was that since CBC Radio had
lost so much of its audience, and since the audience which remained skewed older
and was therefore less coveted by advertisers, there would be no significant
downside to cutting ads.
Interestingly, this spurred CBC Radio to create fresh new programming, improving
the service to such a degree that its audience share increased in both English and
French. Today, radio is widely considered CBC’s crown jewel.
The parallels between pre-1974 CBC radio and CBC English TV today are
unequivocal. Now that CBC’s English TV audience share has fallen to low single
digits, skews older, and is less attractive to advertisers, it seems the opportune time
for the Commission and the Corporation to initiate the de-commercialization of
English TV.
CBC TV cannot continue to function as if it’s still 1960 when there were only a
handful of channels available. CBC flourished then, programming American shows
like Ed Sullivan and Bonanza to bolster its Canadian shows. Sixty years later and
with relatively meagre resources compared to Netflix, Prime, etc., CMRI believes
CBC TV needs to redefine its role.

28

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/cbcs-ad-free-proposal-shakes-up-heritagediscussion/article33186433/; https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/cbc-radio-canada-ad-free-proposal-1.3871077
29
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/industr/fin.htm
30
https://archive.macleans.ca/article/1944/6/1/static-on-the-cbc; interestingly, this article refers to a 1942 Gallup
poll that surveyed Canadians on whether the CBC should be public or private.
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This should not mean giving up on TV and putting more resources into ‘digital’.
Traditional TV viewing has only declined from 27-28 hours to 23-24 hours per
week per person31. In CMRI’s view TV viewing remains a primary activity in
Canadians’ lives and will continue to be into the future. The hours that used to be
spent watching traditional TV are now being spent with streaming services,
resulting in no real audience loss. CMRI wishes to emphasize that streaming
Netflix, etc. via the internet is just another mode of delivering TV.
The CBC relies on its in-house custom survey, the Media Technology Monitor
(MTM) throughout its licence renewal application. It does so in a contradictory
manner. For example, the CRTC asked CBC to “Comment on how audience takeup of your online services has affected viewership of CBC/SRC’s television
services and listenership to CBC/SRC’s radio services32.” The CBC replied that
TV viewing overall has increased, along with overall radio listening, according to
the MTM33. This did not answer the question, which was about the impact on CBC
services, not overall TV and radio. Elsewhere in the application, the MTM was
used to support a different conclusion, i.e., that TV viewing is in decline.
For example, CBC’s licence application relies on the MTM’s Canadian Viewing
Profiles34 to support putting a greater emphasis on digital services. The MTM
segments Canadians into five groups on a continuum of traditional TV viewers to
viewers who watch online only35. The MTM states that the number of Traditionals,
the only group identified as watching primarily on a TV set, is shrinking. The CBC
uses the Viewing Profiles to conclude that other groups identified, who are
increasing in numbers, are watching less “traditional” television and we are left to
presume they are weaning themselves off TV sets and instead using other (mobile)
devices, especially smartphones to consume video36.
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https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/policymonitoring/2019/cmr6.htm#a1.2.
CBC Application Form TV and Radio, September 30, 2019, pages 18.
33
CBC Application Form TV and Radio, September 30, 2019, pages 18-19 (see appendix). “Rather than observing a
32

decline in usage, overall television and radio consumption hours have increased.”
34
CBC Supplementary Brief, Towards a 21st Century, Audience-First Regulatory Framework for Canada's Public Broadcaster,
2019, page 4.
35

Ironically, the fifth MTM segment or persons least likely to use traditional TV may best be served by CBC Radio:
“Traditional CBC/RC radio is still very popular among Online Firsts (37%).” (page 10) CMRI notes this is higher than
any other of the five segments.
CBC Application Form TV and Radio, September 30, 2019, page 8. “…89% of Canadian households have an Internet
connection and 90% have mobile.”
36
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While it is undeniable that Canadians are now using tablets and smartphones to
consume video, especially short video clips, other research37 shows that the TV set
remains the most important screen for watching television. The smartphone/tablet
video audience is not replacing the TV audience but is a new, albeit small
audience38.
In its licence application the Corporation states that it wants to strengthen
traditional services but plans to “extend and deepen our activities in the digital
domain39” with an “enhanced reliance on digital media40.” The Corporation
doubles down on this, making clear that, “With regard to digital platforms,
CBC/Radio-Canada intends to expand its programming offering on these
platforms…and thereby better serve all Canadians wherever they may be.41” Does
the Corporation plan to put fewer resources into full-length programming and more
into short video clips (as referenced in the licence application42)?
In CMRI’s view CBC should not be diverting funds from TV (or radio) to support
digital services. It is evident that CBC TV can no longer compete hour-to-hour
with the likes of Netflix, Apple, Disney, and HBO, whose combined programming
budgets are more than 500 times43 greater than the funds CBC English TV spends
on entertainment programming (see page 10). However, TV is and will remain
important and CBC must find a way to be unique and choose one or two areas in
which it can compete. Becoming commercial-free would be a first step to
establishing a new, distinctive role in today’s ultra-competitive viewing
environment. CBC has an opportunity to redefine English TV, as it did for radio
some 45 years ago.

37

https://thinktv.ca/research/the-appeal-popularity-of-tv/
https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/q1-2018-total-audience-report/?cid=socSprinklr-Nilsen
39
CBC Supplementary Brief, Towards a 21st Century, Audience-First Regulatory Framework for Canada's Public Broadcaster,
38

2019, page 5.
40

CBC Application Form TV and Radio, September 30, 2019, page 6.
CBC Application Form TV and Radio, September 30, 2019, pages 7-8.
42
CBC Application Form TV and Radio, September 30, 2019, page 9.
43
https://www.fool.com/investing/2019/09/08/how-much-are-streaming-giants-spending-on-content.aspx
41
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Appendix: Additional Data
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Source: MTM Canadian Viewer Profiles, August 2019
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Trends in Ad Revenues CTV News Channel vs. CBC News Network,
2009-2018
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Trends in Ad Revenues Documentary and ARTV,
2009-2018
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